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Woolmers Estate, Main House (1819 –
1845) Image 2012.

Michael Bremer-Trainor, Decorative 
Paint Specialist, prepares the front 
door.



Removal of the front door by the 
carpenters from G & C Waller Builders.

Laying out the door for a closer 
inspection.





Daniel Vormister 
and Gary Waller 
examine the door 
and discuss what 
approach to take to 
the repairs. 

Day 2
(22 August, 2016)



View of damage to the base 
of the door.

Options:

1) Insert a splayed cedar 
section and fix with a 
reversible animal glue and fine 
pin nail/s; or

2) Insert a splayed cedar 
section and glue with the more 
permanent Titebond glue. 

As the oak graining of the door 
needs to commence as soon as 
possible and there is no 
practical requirement to 
dismantle the repair  at a later 
stage, the use of Titebond glue 
is considered the most 
efficient and practical option.

Day 2
(22 August, 2016)



Splayed insert of Australian Red Cedar 
cut to match the damaged section which 
has been trenched out .

The cedar insert is glued with Titebond 
Glue and clamped.  The section on the 
left  which has split and lifted has 
Titebond syringed under the surface 
and is also clamped.



The smaller gouges around the base 
of the door are filled with Builders 
Bog.

Once dry and stable the repaired 
sections are lightly sanded.



Michael Bremer-Trainor prepares the 
surface of the repaired door.

The inserted section of cedar and 
gouges filled with ‘Builders Bog’ as seen 
from the bottom edge of the door.



A blank canvas ready for oak 
graining!

An example of Michael’s oak 
graining work.



Specialist brushes and combs Paint colours and tinters



Michael begins the process of oak 
graining.

Working panel by panel building up 
layers of close grain.



Introducing the open heart grain to the 
larger panels.

Detail showing the close grain and open 

heart grain.



Michael using one of his tools to 
create a grained finish.

Layers are progressively added and 
removed.



The process of applying layers and 
removing it with a range of tools.

Tools used to achieve the oak grain 
likeness.



Thursday morning after another 
night of drying. Further detail is applied.



Friday morning after another 
night of drying. Detail of the oak grained finish.



The finished door  
drying in the 
Woolmers woolshed  
where Michael has 
worked all week. 

There is just one 
more coat of varnish 
to apply once the 
door is rehung in 
the main house.

Day 6
(26 August, 2016)



Return of the door!
Carpenters from G & C Waller 
Builders carry a precious cargo.



Daniel Vormister and Kurt 
Skorski rehang the front door.

The oak grained door back in 
pride of place.



Michael Bremer-Trainor beside 
his canvas. Just the knocker to reinstate.



The finished door with knocker.
Michael applied a final coat of 
vanish to the oak grained door.
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